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CHAPTER # 1 CLASSIFICATION OF 
LIVING THINGS 

1) Define classification of living things.  

The division of living things into groups and 

subgroup on the basis of similarities and 

differences present among them is called 

classification.  

2) Describe the need and importance of 

classification?    

It is essential for making their study easier. 

 They also give scientific names for 

identification.  

3) What are mammals?  

 Mammals have hair or fur on their bodies. 

Babies of the mammals are fed on the mother’s 

milk.e.g Human ,cows,goats,cats.  

4) What are insects?  

Invertebrates having jointed legs are called 

insects. Name three examples 

An insect have 3 parts. Head, Thorax and 

abdomen.  

For examples Ant, butterfly, bee, cockroach etc. 

5) What are cotyledons?  

Embryo bears one or two seed leaves called 

cotyledons.  

6)Give key characteristics of the following; 

Birds,reptile,amphibians,fish,algae,fungi,worm

s,bacteria.   

 

Birds 

1. All birds have feathers and beaks.  

2. A bird has two legs and two wings. 

 3. Birds can fly and lay eggs with shell.  

4. Birds have hollow bones and air sacs.  

. Examples: crows, parrots, hens etc.  

 

 Reptiles 

1. They have dry, thick and scaly skin.  

2.. They may live on land or in water 

3. They lay eggs on land.  

4. Most reptile have four limbs but snake lack 

limb. 

 Examples: toads, Frogs, salamanders, etc.  

 

Amphibians 

1. They have four limbs.  

2. They live on land, but reproduce in water.  

3. They lay eggs in water.  

4. They breathe through lungs or skin. 

 Examples: toads, Frogs, salamanders, etc.  

 

Fish 

1. They have fins and tail.  

2. They live in water.  

3. They breathe through gills.  

4. Their bodies covers with stiff scales  

Examples:    Trout, Finger fish, etc. 

 

Algae 

1) Algae are unicellular, colonial and 

multicellular organism.  
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2 They are found in ponds, lakes, sea, etc. 

 3. They have chlorophyll and make their own 

food by photosynthesis.  

Examples: Volvox and spirogyra 

 

Fungi 

1) Fungi are unicellular, multicellular or 

filamentous. 

2) They cannot prepare their own food. 

3) They absorb food from surroundings 

4) They lack chlorophyll. 

 Example yeast, mushrooms. 

 

Worms 

It has soft bodies having no limbs. 

 2. Most of them have elongated, snake-like 

bodies. 

 3. Earthworm and tapeworm are the w 

 

Bacteria  

1. Bacteria are unicellular organisms.  

2. They are found everywhere on the earth.  

3. Some can make their own food and some 

get food from other organisms or dead 

bodies. 

 5. Most bacteria cause disease in animals 

and plants.  

 

7) What is the difference between vertebrates 

and invertebrates? 

  

 vertebrates    Invertebrates  

They have 

backbone. 

They do not have 

backbone. 

e.g fish,reptiles 

etc 

e.g worms,insects 

 

8) Differentiate flowering and non-flowering 

plant? 

Non-flowering plant  

They do not have 

flowers.  

They produce seeds 

in special cone.   

Their seeds are not 

enclosed within the 

fruits.  

Examples: ferns, 

mosses, Pine, etc.  

 

Flowering plant 

They have flowers.  

They produce their 

seeds in flowers.  

Their seeds are 

covered within the 

fruit. 

 

Examples: Rose, 

orange, apple, 

wheat, rice, etc. 

 

9) Differentiate between the Monocot and 

dicots.  

 

Monocot Dicot 

Their seed contain 

only one cotyledon.  

Their seed contain 

two  

cotyledons 

Their leaves have 

parallel veins.  

Their leaves have 

branched veins 

Their leaves are long 

and narrow.  

Their leaves are 

broad. 

The number of sepals 

and petals of flowers 

The number of sepals 

and petals of flowers 
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is 3 or multiple of 3, 

i.e. 3, 6, 9  

is 4 and 5 or multiple 

of 4 and 5, i.e. 4, 8, 

12   or  5, 10,  15  

Examples: oat, 

wheat, rice etc.  

Examples: Rose, 

orange, apple, pea, 

etc 

                

 CHAPTER # 2       MICROORGANISMS 

1) What are microorganisms? Can you see 

them?  

The group of living things that cannot be seen 

with naked eye are known as microorganisms. It 

can only be seen with microscope.  

Examples: bacteria, virus, some fungi.  

2) Write names of two products which are 

made with the help of bacteria?  

I. Yogurt  

II. Antibiotics  

III. Vaccine   

3) Where can microorganism be found?  

They are found in the air, soil, dust, foods, etc.  

4) What are the major groups of 

microorganism?  

There are three major groups of microorganism  

I. Viruses  

II. Bacteria  

III. Fungi  

5) Can microorganisms be helpful? If yes, give 

examples.     OR           

Write down the advantages of 

microorganisms? 

Yes, microorganisms are helpful for us in many 

ways.  

I. Bacteria help us in making dairy products.  

II. Yeast helps us in making bread and cheese.  

III. Bacteria convert milk into yogurt.  

IV. Some fungi are used to make antibiotics. 

6) What do you mean by infection?  

The attack of disease-causing microorganisms in 

the body of an animal or plant is called 

infection. It is spread quickly.  

7) Nam two diseases caused by virus?   

II. Common cold  

III. Chicken pox  

IV. Polio   

V. AIDS  

8) Name two diseases caused by Bacteria?  

I. Cholera II. Pneumonia III. Food poisoning IV. 

Typhoid V. Tuberculosis  

9) By which ways microorganism can enter the 

human body?  

I. When a person sneezes, germs are spread in 

the air and enter the lungs of other person.  

II. By drinking dirty water.  

III. By eating contaminated food.  

IV. During blood sucking by mosquitoes.  

V. Bacteria enters the body through cuts and 

injuries.   

10) How can we avoid infections?          OR  

How can you protect yourself from germs?  

I. We should boil water before drinking water.  

II. Always cover the food.  
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III. Cut your nails regularly.  

IV. Always eat fresh food.  

V. Keep your homes and schools clean.   

VI. Take a bath once a day.   

11) Describe the disadvantages of 

microorganisms.  

I. Many of the microorganisms cause diseases in  

Humans, animals and plants.  

II. Food can be spoiled by bacteria and fungi.  

16) Write a note on decomposers.  

Bacteria and fungi act as decomposers. They 

break down the dead materials into simpler 

substances which can be further useable.  

17) Write a note on Antibiotics.  

Antibiotics are the compounds that are used to 

kill and control the growth of bacteria. The first 

antibiotic called “Penicillin” was obtained from 

a fungus, “Penicillium”.  

 

CHAPTER # 3          

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION 

1) What is environmental pollution?   

The addition of unwanted and harmful 

materials in the environment is called pollution.  

2) Name any 3 sources of pollution  

I. Traffic smoke   

II. Industrial smoke  

III. Burning of fuel  

3) Name any three land pollutants  

I. Tin cans II. Plastic bags III. Fertilizers  

4) What is 3R strategy to control pollution?  

The three 3R strategy (Reduce, Reuse and 

Recycle) is an easy way to control pollution due 

non-biodegradable waste..  

6) Differentiate between bio-degradable and 

non-biodegradable materials.  

The material which is decomposed by micro-

organisms i.e. fungi and bacteria naturally is 

called bio-degradable material.  

Examples: Food (fruits, vegetables, grains, flour, 

bread), paper cloth.  

The material which cannot be broken down into 

simpler compounds by microorganisms is called 

non-biodegradable material.   

Examples:  Shopping bags, plastics etc.   

7) What is the impact of non-biodegradable 

material on environment?  

I. Insect killer’s chemicals are non-bio-

degradable and cause harmful diseases.  

II. Plastic bag are a major cause of land 

pollution. 

 iii. Plastic wastes in ocean are responsible for 

the death of aquatic animals.  

 

 

8) What are the effects of air pollution?  

I. Air pollution causes diseases of throat, skin, 

and eyes.  

II. Due to air pollution photosynthesis slows 

down.  

III.Air pollutants released from industries 

dissolve in rain water and make it acidic.  

9) What are the effects of water pollution?  

I. Polluted water causes cholera and typhoid 

diseases.  
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II. Sewage water produce bad smell due to 

Hydrogen Sulphide and ammonia gases.  

III. Water polluted by fertilizers and pesticides 

can kill fish.  

10) What are the effects of land pollution?  

I. When garbage thrown at open place, these 

places become good homes for rats, flies, 

worms and germs.  

II. Pesticides if left on fruit are very harmful for 

the people eating them.  

11) How can we reduce air, water and land 

pollution?  

I. Factories should be shifted away from urban 

areas.  

II. CFC free products should be used.  

III. Deforestation should be avoided. 

V. Public transport should be used instead of 

personal cars.  

VI. Sulphur and lead free fuel should be used in 

vehicles. 

CHAPTER # 4          

MATTER AND CHANGES IN ITS STATES 

1) What is matter? Mention the states of 

matter.  

Anything which has mass and occupy space is 

called matter. There are 3 states of matter: 

Solid, Liquid & Gas. 

2) Differentiate between boiling and 

evaporation of a liquid. 

Boiling Evaporation 

The process of 

changing a liquid into 

vapour state on 

The process at which 

a liquid changes into 

gas at a temperature 

below than its boiling 

heating is called 

Boiling.  

point is called 

evaporation. 

 

3) When does matter changes its state?  

Matter changes its state on cooling or heating. 

4) How do solids differ from liquids with regard 

to particle arrangement? 

 

Solids Liquid 

They are arranged in 

regular pattern.  

They are not 

arranged in regular 

pattern.  

They are strongly 

attracted to each 

other.  

They are attracted to 

each other by weak 

forces. 

They can only vibrate 

in fixed position.  

They move over very 

short distances. 

 

5) Describe what happens when a solid is 

heated.            

OR                  Describe melting of a solid.  

        i)On heating particles of solid get energy 

and  start vibrating forcefully. 

ii)When we continue heating, particles get 

free from one another and move to some 

distance. 

 iii.Now they are not in fixed position.  

V.The process changes a solid into a liquid is 

called melting.  

Examples: change of ice into water.  

6) Why does ice cube melt at room 

temperature?  

Because the heat energy absorbed by the ice 

cubes from surroundings. 
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7) Differentiate between evaporation and 

condensation. 

Evaporation Condensation 

The process at which 

a liquid changes into 

gas at a temperature 

below than its boiling 

point is called 

evaporation. 

The process of 

change of a gas into 

liquid state is called 

condensation. 

 

8)How are the particles arranged in three state 

of matter? 

 Solids.  

I. They are strongly attracted to each 

other 

II. They can only vibrate in fixed position. 

III. They have fixed shape and volume. 

Liquids 

 II. They are not arranged in regular  

Pattern. 

IV)They have fixed volume but their shape is not 

fixed. 

Gases 

I. Atoms in gas are far apart with each 

other. 

II. They are arranged in irregular way. 

III. They are very weak forces of 

attraction between them. 

9) Differentiate between melting and freezing. 

Melting Freezing 

The process of 

changing a solid into 

The process of 

changing a liquid into 

solid on continuously 

liquid on heating is 

called melting. 

. 

cooling is called 

Freezing. 

 

CHAPTER # 5          

FORCES AND MACHINES 

5) What is friction?   

A force which slows down and stops the things 

from moving is called friction. 

2) Define lever. 

Liver is a simple machine which turns about 

fixed position.  

3) What are the causes of friction?  

Friction is caused due to the roughness of two 

surfaces 

4) State advantage and disadvantage of 

friction.  

Advantages   

I. Friction between feet or shoes and ground 

helps us to walk  

II. Friction keeps the wheels of vehicle on road. 

III. Friction between wheel disk and brakes help 

to stop vehicle.  

IV. Friction helps us to write on paper.  

Disadvantages   

I. Friction wears down parts of machine.  

II. Friction wears away surface of tyres and soles 

of shoes.  

5) Suggest some methods to reduce friction.  

I. By polishing surfaces of the objects  
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II. By oiling and lubricating the moving parts of 

machines and vehicles.  

III. By converting sliding into rolling friction  

IV. By using ball bearings. .  

6) What do the cyclists and the swimmers do 

to reduce friction? 

Cyclists use very narrow and hard tyres in their 

bicycles to reduce friction. 

The Swimmers acquire streamlined shape to 

reduce water friction. 

7)   Describe how lever makes work easier by 

giving examples of its uses from everyday life. 

Liver is a simple machine which turns about 

fixed position. When a force is applied at one 

end of the lever, it turns about the fixed point 

to lift the load.  

Scissors, pliers, claw hammer, door and staplers 

etc are the examples of the levers. 

13) Why does it become dangerous to walk on 

a wet or polished smooth floor?  

Because the friction is very low on wet or 

polished smooth floor, and we can slip on the 

floor. 

 

CHAPTER # 6          

PROPERTIES & BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT 

1) Name three examples of luminous objects.  

Examples:  The sun, bulb, candle etc.  

2)) Name three examples non-luminous 

objects.  

Examples:  Moon, Book, Hand etc.  

3) Name three examples opaque objects. .   

Examples:  Wood, cardboard, brick etc 

. 4) Name three examples transparent objects.  

Examples:  clear water, clear glass, air etc. 

5) Name three examples translucent objects.  

Examples:    plastic cup, tracing paper, tissue 

paper etc.  

6) The moon is non-luminous. How do we see 

it?  

Because the sunlight falls on the moon and it 

reflect light into our eyes.  

7) What is shadow? Describe the location, size 

and shape of the shadow.  

When an opaque object is placed in the path of 

the light, it cannot pass through the object and 

shadow is formed. Shadow is formed on the 

back side of the object. The type of the shadow 

depends on the size of the light source, shape 

and size of the object and its position from the 

light source.  

8) Why are the shadows of the objects in open 

place formed in different direction at different 

times of the day?  

As the earth is revolving around the sun, 

therefore the direction of sunlight is changing in 

every minute. So shadows is formed in different 

direction.  

9) How can you prove that light travels in a 

straight line? Give a small experiment.  

I. Take three similar cardboards and make holes 

in them at the same height.  

II. Place them on a table in a straight line.  

III. Now light a candle and place it on one side 

of the cardboards in such a way that the flame 

is exactly in front of the holes in the cardboards 

as shown in fig.  

IV. You can see light on the other side.  
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V. Hence it is proved that light travel in straight 

line. 

10) Explain with the help of diagrams: 

Solar eclipse and lunar eclipse?  

Solar eclipse 

Sometimes the moon comes in between the 

sun and the earth while moving around the 

earth. In this situation the moon blocks the sun 

light to fall on some parts of earth. It causes 

darkness on these parts. This is called solar 

eclipse.  

 

 Lunar eclipse  

Sometimes the earth comes in between the sun 

and the moon. In this situation the earth blocks 

the sun light to fall on the moon. It causes 

darkness on moon. This is called solar eclipse. 

 

CHAPTER # 7          

ELECTRICITY & MAGNETISM 

1) Name three examples of Magnetic 

Materials. 

 I. Iron II. Nickel III. Cobalt   

2) Name three examples of electromagnetic 

devices.  

I. Magnetic locks II. Circuit breakers III. Loud 

speakers   

3) Define electric current.  

The flow of electrons in a circuit or wire is called 

electric current. It is measured in amperes (A). It 

is measured by ammeter.  

4) Define electric circuit.  

The path along which electric current flows is 

called an electrical circuit.  

5) Define static electricity.  

By gaining or losing electrons, an object can be 

charged. This is called static electricity. It also 

means the charge at rest on an object.  

6) What is electromagnet?   

If we wrap a wire around an iron bar and run 

electric current through the wire, strong 

magnet can be created called electromagnet. 

them. 

7)Explain with the help of diagram. I)Closed 

circuit II)Open Circuit  

When the key is open, the circuit is not 

complete and the bulb does not glow. Such a 

circuit is called open circuit. 

When the key is closed, the circuit is complete 

and the bulb will glow. Such a circuit is called 

closed circuit. 

 

12) What is fuse? Describe its uses.  

A fuse is a safety device. It contains a piece of 

thin wire. If wire gets a little heat, it melts 

immediately. As a result the circuit breaks and 

current stops.  

I. It saves as from getting an electric shock.  

II. Fuse helps to stop fire in case of short circuit.  

13) You are given a small bulb. Name the other 

components you need to light it up.  

I. Battery or power supply  
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II. Connecting wires  

III. Switch  

14) When two clouds come closer to each 

other, lightning is produced why?  

When oppositely charged clouds come close to 

each other, they attract with much force and a 

spark is produced. It is called lightning. 

CHAPTER # 8             SOLAR SYSTEM 

1) Which is the self-illuminated object in the 

solar system?  

The Sun  

2) What is a satellite?  

A satellite is an object that orbits a bigger mass. 

The moon is the satellite of the earth.  

3) Differentiate between star and a planet.   

Star                                                       planet 

Star produces its own  

light . 

Planet cannot 

produce its own 

light 

A star does not rotate  

 

A planet rotates 

around a star 

 

Examples:   the Sun Examples:   The 

earth, the Mars etc 

 

4) Explain why the sun bears prime importance 

in the solar system?  

I. The sun is the largest source of light. 

 II. The sun is a star. It is a ball of hot gases.  

III. It consists of about 75% hydrogen and 25% 

helium gas. 

. IV. Its diameter is 110 times bigger than that of 

the earth. 

 5) Venus is very similar to the earth is size. 

Why is it unlikely to support life? 

 Its atmosphere primarily consists of carbon 

dioxide. There is no oxygen for breathing. Also it 

is hotter than mercury.  

6) Compare the sizes of the earth, sun and 

moon.  

1. Why does the sun look smaller than the 

earth?  

The sun look smaller then earth due to a greater 

distance from earth. 

2. How many times is the diameter of the sun  

Bigger than that of the earth?  

The diameter of sun is 110 times bigger than of 

earth. 

3. How many times is the diameter of the sun  

Bigger than that of the moon?  

The diameter of the sun is 403 time bigger than 

moon. 

4. How many times is the diameter of the 

Moon smaller than the earth? 

The di meter of moon is 3.7 time smaller than of 

earth.  
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